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The sound of silence
[

Vote cm rwoise orctincmjC& £%rctws nearer
By Glenn Coffin
STAFF WRITER
The Fairfield Police commission
reached a deadlock in voting to support
implementation of new ordinances at
Fairfield Beach that would place financial punishments on repeat offenders this
past Wednesday night
Kevin Hayes, president of the
Fairfield University StudentAssociation,
said he was surprised that the police
commission didnot come out against this
issue.
"The police commission had raised
o^estionsregardingthis matter andhave
also expressed a low level of confidence
in this type ofprogram," Hayes said.
The long time battle between
Fairfield Beach residents and Fairfield
students reached an all time low this
summerwhen beach residents proposed
legislation to make student offenders responsible for the overtime payments of
Fairfield police responding to disturbance calls at the beach. The RTM is set
to make a final vote on this legislation
on September 25th.
The relations between students and
residents was further inflamed when a

home video taken by Colleen Sheridan,
a member of the RTM, last Saturday
night during the first weekend ofschool
was shown at this meeting.
"There were close to 2,000 student

until three in the morning. The students
don't belong there."
Tim Healy, Fairfield's student representative on the RTM, sees this in an entirely different way.

,:^C

Photo: BrianHuben
Keg parties, deemed by some as too I^uJ, could soon become more costly.
revelersinmyneighborhoodthatnight,"
"Ms. Sheridan lives several blocks
said Sheridan to the Connecticut Post, away from where any of these parties
"I have a 4-year-old child, and I am a have been going on," said Healy. "In fact,
single mother. I shouldn't be kept up sheandothersfromtheSBRAhavebeen

sighted with cell phones roaming
streets...Most ofwhat she saw with her
camera was legal age students coining
out ofThe [Sea] Grape after last call."
Healy lobbied the members of the
commission to see that calling police
would only increase tensions with students. "Tensions at Fairfield Beach are
now at the highest point they have been
in at least the last two years," he said.
Healy has repeatedly advocated a
more active role fertile university within
this problem. According to Healy, calling DuaneMelzer, the university liaison
between off-campus students and shoreline homeowners, is by far better than
calling the police. "By calling officers
to the beach, you only amplify the tensions between students and residents"he
added
"This is misbehavior on both sides
that is borderline harassment," said
Hayes at last Wednesday's meeting.
Hayes apologized for the extraordinary
number of students at the beach that
weekend, but was displeased with
Sheridan's behavior. He spoke at
Wednesday's meeting in support of
Fairfield student residents. "This whole
thing comes from individuals who al
See'Hayesr'onp^

Residents reveal hidden concerns in apartments
By Kelly DiMario
STAFF WRITER
Leaking ceilings, stains on the rugs,
wires hanging out of the walls and no
phone lines hooked up.
This was the reality Chris Matarese,
'02, and many other apartment residents
faced when they moved into the new
complex earlier this month.
"You assume it's going to be a brand
new place, but with all the stains on the
floor and everything else, it feels like its
been lived in," said Matarese.
Matarese's main concern, as well as
most ofthe other apartment residents, is
that there is still no Internet connection.
Zach Newswanger, assistant director of
Residence Life, who oversees the
townhouses and the apartments, promises Internet hookup for everyone in the
apartments by September 30.
"On campus maintenance is in charge
of hooking the Internet up,"
Newswanger said. "They're working

very hard but there's only a couple guys
working on it so it's taking a while."
Another concern raised by apartment
residents is that there currently is only
one phone line per apartment, when there
should be two. In addition, some apartment residents waited almost aweek after moving in to have their first line
hooked up. The second phone line is
expected to be turned on by the end of
October.
Among other glitches that need to be
worked out are broken locks, ultra-sensitive smoke detectors, IDs not working
on some of the outsidetioors, and dozens ofdiningroom chairs that are breaking frequently.
"The chairs are, being replaced with
abetter style," Newswanger said. "They
are going tobeamuch sturdier build and
you won't need to worry about them
breaking."The new chairs are expected
to arrive in about four weeks and students will not be charged for broken
ones.
Some people are questioningwhether
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Seniors Jenny Bums and Colleen McDonald relax in the living room ofthe apartment
many of the problems are attributable to
Construction was supposed to begin
the short amount of time allocated to the in August 1999 by Gilbane Construction
construction ofthe apartments.
See"Universitv"cHiij5
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A
Tim Mealy: a Fairfield leader in more ways than one
By Glen Coffin
STAFF WRITER
Earl
Warren,
William
Rehnquist, and Tim Healy all have one
thing in common-they are all chief justices of important court systems.
Originally from Kingston, New
York, Healy spent much of his first years
at Fairfield University dabbling in FUSA
events. But the one thing that interested
him the most was the Fairfield student
court.
"The real reason I do this is to
serve the students: I want to protect the
process of justice for them. When I was
a sophomore, the current Chief Justice
just wasn't doing the job efficiently,"
said Healy of his posting.
The branches of government here
at Fairfield University are very similar
to those laid out in the Constitution of
the United States, with three branches

that perform checks and balances on
each other.
"The FUS A judicial branch is the
watchdog of the other branches in this
system," said Jeanne DiMuzio, dean of
students.
"The judicial branch is primarily responsible for handling cases that
come through the office of the dean of

has brought each branch forward to take
responsibility for what it does."
Curtis Campbell, one of Tim's
fellow justices describes Healy as, "a
professional through and through who
always gets the job done. He definitely
works hard, that's for sure."
Tim describes his involvement as
a need for leadership that he felt com-

Basically, the essence of being a member of a
community is serving that community.
--Tim Healy
students. That includes parking and alcohol violations as well as any constitutional arguments that may arise,"
DiMuzio said.
"Tim has taken the student court
to a whole new level," she added. "Instead of playing backroom politics, he

pelled to fill. Not only is he a leader in
the student arena, but he is also one in
the political sphere as well.
His election to the Representative Town Meeting as the University's
representative in the town of Fairfield
has given the university a passionate new

voice.
"Tim is incredibly articulate, always well researched, and it has been
my pleasure to serve with him on the
RTM," said Cynthia G. Foothorap, RTM
District 4. "I know he will have a great
future, hopefully in politics!"
Tim has served the Fairfield University student community for three
years sacrificing his time and energy in
order to make life on campus better for
the entire student body.
"My appreciation for being a public servant drives me to do what I do.
Whether it is at the student level or the
town level, it doesn't matter. Basically,
the essence of being a member of a community is serving that community," said
Healy of himself.
"Tim is one of the few that can
fit into a non-conformist category and
still be user friendly," said Jeanne
DiMuzzio. "He always says that his duties as chief justice are extremely imporSee "Healy" on p.5

Around the campus
Rock the 'vote
Voting this year has the potential to have more of an impact on your
life than any election before. Not only
will you be voting for the next president
of the United States, but you can have
the opportunity to vote in local Fairfield
elections and stick up for the rights of
Fairfield University students.
Fairfield students will not be
taken seriously by the town unless we
show that we have some leverage. This
can only be done by having the power

to pick town officals. Otherwise, our
rights and points of view will continue
to be ignored.
Voter registration will be taking place next Monday, Sept. 25 and
Tuesday, Sept. 26 from 11-1 and 4-7 in
Dolan and the Campus Center Dining
Halls.
Registration will take no longer
than 5 minutes and will enable you to
vote as a Fairfield town resident.

Classifieds
After school tutoring/parents' helper for academic
years, 15-20 hours per week for twin nine year old
fourth grade boys. Homework help, scheduling
activities, sports; interest in education and reliability are major assets. Driving essential. Non-smoking. $10 - $12/hour. Call Barbara at work: 203256-8700 or email resume to Barbara at
info@tgparch.com or fax to 203-255-0004.

BABYSITTER - Reliable, concientious, prompt
babysitter needed 1 or 2 afternoons/week (approximately 2-6 pm). Some weekend hours preferred,
but not required. Must provide own transportation. $10/hour. Verifiable references imperative.
203-454-0121
PHOTOGRAPHER- The Mirror needs a bunch of
pictures for every issue. If you like to take
photos please contact us at x2533 and ask for Paul
or Matt.

Open Visions Returns
Fairfield's Open Visions' fourth
season begins this Sunday, Sept. 24, at 3
p.m. in the Quick Center.
Stephen
Sondheim,
Broadway's legendary songwriter, composer, lyricist and playwright, will lead
a discussion titled: "Sunday Afternoon:
When a Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Open Visions Forum."
The 1993 recipient of the
Kennedy Center Honors, Sondheim will
receive the Gerard Manley Hopkins

Award from Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J.,
president of Fairfield University, during
his appearance.
Sondheim won the Pulitzer
Prize for Drama in 1985 for is "Sunday
in the Park With George." He also won
an Academy Award in 1990 for his score
for the movie, "Dick Tracy".
Tickets are $5 for full-time students and can be purchased at the Quick
Center Box office. Additional information is available at (203) 254-4010.

Campus Beat
By Kevin Lardner
CAMPUS BEAT REPORTER
September 6
12:15 p.m. - Dolan - Burglary - $1,000 in cash was stolen from unlocked room
Anyone with information can contact Security at ext. 4090.
September 7
12:09 a.m. - The Village - A wallet containing cash and credit cards was taken
from an unlocked room. No sign of forced entry. Security encourages students
to lock their rooms.
12:20 p.m. - Dolan - $200 in cash was reported missing from a room. The burglary is believed to have occurred on September 5. There are no suspects.
September 8
7:54 p.m. - Narcotics were found near Alumni House by Security patrolling the
area.
September 9
12:05a.m. - Security responded to a "domestic dispute" between one male stu
dent and two non-student males in Kostka.
2:47a.m. - One campus motor vehicle stop resulted in confiscation of narcotics
and paraphernalia after a "strong odor" was detected from within the vehicle.
The case has been referred to Judicial.
4:34p.m. - Narcotics found in Jogues parking lot by patrolling officer. Security
asks that the owner come in to reclaim their lost goods. '
' _,
September 16
1:50 a.m. - A fight between female students and female non-students occurred in
the Townhouse's. No charges were pressed. The non-students were removed.
( FU 1 - Non Students 0)
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Students still stewing
over life in Claver
Frankie Washkuch
STAFF WRITER
With the opening of the new apartments and its promised "village" atmosphere on the south end of campus, juniors returning to live in Claver Hall probably expected surprises on move-in day.
However, almost none of the already
disgruntled contingent were prepared for
their unexpected new neighbors: freshmen.
These juniors were part of the same
unfortunate class that believed they were
unfairly cut off from friends and classmates residing in the townhouses and
apartment complexes by the low number of students given permission to live
off campus.
In an attempt to rectify that situation,
the Housing and Residence Life departments promised that Claver Hall, complete with brand new kitchens for juniors with reduced meal plans, would be
filled by only upperclassmen. Furthermore, Claver's proximity to the apartment complex and added disciplinary
leniency for upperclassmen would have
resulted in the university's planned upperclassman village.
Fate, however, decided that this plan
would not be realized.
Unexpectedly, as an unprecedented

number of incoming freshmen agreed to
attend Fairfield, the Housing and Residence Life departments were forced to
take immediate and somewhat drastic
actions. As a result, numerous rooms in
the quad area were converted into makeshift triples to accommodate the sprawling freshman class. As a last resort, and
after all possible quad rooms were converted to house an extra student, freshmen were assigned by suite to rooms that
surprisingly had not been filled by returning juniors in Claver Hall.
While the living conditions for freshmen in the quad seem to be dire at best,
upperclassmen in Claver are also angered by their living conditions and, unfortunately, their new neighbors. Many
are also outraged at the idea that the university may have lied to them and later
filled what was supposed to be exclusively their housing with students who
have earned no seniority.
"I think that the university should try
to make the atmosphere here more independent and similar to the apartments
and townhouses," said Jennifer Guarino
'02, a Claver resident. "I feel like it's another thing that only adds to our dissatisfaction for Housing."
Many upperclassman residents of
Claver, however, should be much more
content with their residence hall's current state of affairs when learning that

University works to fix
problems in apartments
Continued from p.l
company, but it was halted until October 1999 when the town finally gave approval to the architecture plans. That left
less than a year for it to be built for residency this semester as promised by the
university.
'The end date of construction without problems was supposed to be August 15," says Newswanger. 'There were
setbacks and Gilbane had to do architectural crunches and condense the process. We were working on getting our
Certificate of Occupancy up until a

Photo: Brian Huben
Claver Hall was originally planned to house only upperclassmen this year
the original plan for Claver was to have benefit both classes to have the freshfreshman suites randomly spread men on the first floor among their peers,
throughout all four floors of the build- giving them the same experience they
ing. Residence Life attempted to liter- would have had in the quad," said Sarah
ally actualize the promise of different Chambers, Residence Hall Coordinator
and more liberal living conditions for up- of Kostka and Claver halls. "We had a
perclassman students unfortunate vision of creating the village area to be
enough not to be in a townhouse or apart- primarily upperclassmen and we're still
ment. Their solutiomto house almost all aiming for that goal. The feedback from
Claver freshmen onto the first floor, giv- the juniors is very important because the
ing juniors almost three entire floors to village was a large endeavor and next
themselves and freshmen their own com- year at this time we still hope to have it
munity atmosphere as well.
in place as originally planned."
"Part of the solution was that it would

isn't being up front with them about
these things," says Matarese. "And
they're not. They're giving us the runaround. Our tuition went up according
to innovations in technology but our accommodations have gone down inversely proportional to that."
The apartments are made up of four
floors and have three different sectionspods A, B and C. Pod A apartments have
a dissimilar structure from that of pods
B and C. "Some people received difference setups than they signed up for," says
Newswanger. "The building just went a

Student
Airfares

u

We definitely encourage apartment residents
to call in complaints.
-Zach Newswanger, Residence Life

35

»
couple days before the students came
back to school," he said. .
In the middle of the summer a severe
thunderstorm hit and flooded the entire
first floor of the almost-completed apartments. "All the problems are coming
from the first floor," says Newswanger.
"All the other floors were completed but
they had to completely redo the entire
first floor."
Several apartment residents are still
displeased with the results that they are
seeing in terms of improvements.
"Some vital things are wrong with the
apartments that they are not taking care
of," says Junior Nicholas Deleo. "Our
sink was leaking and it took them a
couple days to come and fix it after we
called. Our ceiling was also leaking and
they had to come back a couple times to
finally fix it."
"The students feel that the university

little differently than originally planned.
Some people were upset but they seem
to have adapted and adjusted now. It's
been pretty good."
The leaks from the ceiling are a result of condensation building up from the
new air conditioning system. Each apartment is also equipped with a new alarm
system, sprinkler and heat sensors that
have not presented any problems yet.
An apartment government will be created soon consisting of apartment residents, and Newswanger hopes to help
them turn the second floor lounge into a
recreation room with video games and
pool tables. "We've been working hand
in hand with Gilbane and on-campus
maintenance to meet everyone's needs.
We definitely encourage apartment residents to call in complaints."

a
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We didn't become Fortune' magazine's America's Most
Admired Company* by accepting the status quo. We got there by
hiring and training graduates with the confidence and courage to
think in innovative and revolutionary ways.
No other corporation can match the diversity of opportunities at CE. Because we have small company attitudes with
large company strengths, we set no limits, no boundaries. You
can move from industry to industry, discipline to discipline, and
never leave GE.
We're a leader In every business we compete In, and
we're looking for leaders like Ayako who will take us even
further. Start your career by visiting our website now. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Please Join Us at Our GE Forum
Oct. 4th, 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
School of Business Dining Hall

On Campus Interviews 10/26, stop by Career Planning Center
for details and resume submission deadlines

Leant about us at

www.gecareets.com
We bring good things to life,
GE Aircraft Engines • GE Appliances • GE Capital Services > GE Corporate Research and Development • GE industrial Systems
GE Gkfcat exchange Sevres • GE Lghting • GE Medeal Systems -GE Piastr.s • GE Poww Systems • GE Supply • GE Trarnfcrtatwn Systems • NBC

•2/ZMJO
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Hayes urges students to attend RTM meeting
Continued from p.l
ways express anger over the beach. It is
their sole ambition to make our lives
miserable," he said.
Sheridan labeled her videotaping
as a "desperate attempt to make people

[Sheridan] and her video camera are the
equivalent of a peeping torn. If I were
coming out of The [Sea] Grape that
night, I would be within my rights to ask
her to turn the camera off. It's an invasion of my privacy," he said.

This whole thing is just plain wrong. This
woman [Ms. Sheridan] and her video camera are
the equivalent of a peeping torn.
--Ryan Blankenship '01
understand this is a serious problem."
Students on campus have generally expressed disbelief and anger over the current situation.
"This whole thing is just plain
wrong," said communications major
Ryan Blankenship. "This woman

Not all members of this commission supported the recommendation to
implement this ordinance. Police Commissioner Dorothea Brennan herself
worried that "business owners would not
call police about disturbances in their
own establishments if the law was

adapted."
"I understand the problem from
the point of view of the citizens, but I do
not think it is the right tool in this situation," said RTM District 4 representative Cynthia G. Foothorap. "It would be
especially difficult for the police, considering the amount of paperwork they
would have to deal with."
In addition, commission chairman Edward Gleason said, "The proposed law will not target beachside landlords who have been accused of charging exorbitant rents that force students
to pack more people into houses than
zoning regulations allow."
Hayes has requested that any student interested in supporting the student
residents at the beach should attend the
September 25th meeting at the Osborn
School in Fairfield. Students are expected to dress appropriately and carry

themselves in a professional and respectful manner.

Students are encouraged to attend the
RTM's vote on the noice
ordinance effecting
beach residents.
It will take place on
Sept. 25 at the Osborn
Hill School. Take North
Benson Road north
from the university and
bear right on Stillson
Road. The school is on
the right hand side.

Healy works hard to improve life at Fairfield
Continued from p.l
tant and he has a lot of work left to dolf
I could use one word to describe him
it would be passionate. He has put his
ego in check and has concentrated on his
legacy."
FUSA and RTM are not the limits of
Healy's involvement in student programs. Healy served as the Executive
Coordinator of the orientation program
for the class of 2003. "Fairfield has given
me so much, and I thought this would

be a great way to give something back,"
he said. "FYE does so much for
freshman and I thought I should do
something to help out."
Tim's attraction to politics is not limited to the local level. Tim entered the
tumultuous world of Washington DC this
summer as an intern with the
office of Congressman Christopher
Shays.
"Tim is highly intelligent, good
natured, and resourceful," said Eric
Freedman, the Congressman's Press

.aturally, the country's premiere leadership school
offers only the finest classrooms.

Secretary. "He is a team player, is full of
ideas, and most importantly is always
ready to help out with anything that may
need to be done around the office."
Politics and hard work may be rewarding for Tim, but one must have
some down time. "I coached hockey at
Masuk High School in Monroe, CT for
a while, and I do the radio broadcasts
here. I have always loved high school
kids they're a blast to work with," he
said.
"It's also great being a Yankee fan

here at FU because you can always gloat
over Red Sox fans. And of course I can't
forget the Giants, who are 3 and
0 now so I'm very happy!" said Healy.
But the person on this campus who
probably knows Tim better than he
knows himself is his roommate. "Tim is
a really great guy, and he's
committed to what he believes in. He's
a stand up guy that's for sure, minus the
fact that he's a Yankee fan," said Rob
Conroy, long time Boston Red Sox fan.
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"Toto, I don't think we're in Kansas anymore..."
Freshmen learn how to adjust in a completely different environment
By Susan Keane
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As if the overwhelming humidity this
past week was not enough to make the
new students sweat through numerous
shirts, the freshmen also sweated through
many unexpected issues relating to college life. For many freshmen here it
was not just the typical first year worries.
Perhaps the first weekend back, you
were one of the many upperclassmen
who witnessed the mass exodus of freshmen from the dorms to the townhouses
in search of the kind of parties for which
Fairfield is known. Freshmen, subscribing to the dogma of safety in numbers,
moved in herds big enough to block entire roads for minutes until they finished
crossing. These herds wandered aimlessly, hoping that some upperclassmen
would take pity on them and welcome
them into their townhouse.
Freshman Mary Olivieri, commented
on her experience the first weekend,

"The only thing close to a party that we
found were groups of upperclassmen sitting on their porches, making fun of us.
The party scene was not what I had expected."
Meanwhile, many freshmen were
worried about the quality of food in the
cafeteria,
compared
with home
cooking.
Freshman Jen
Scifo was
surprised by
the number of
d i fferent
ways
in
which they
prepared the
chicken patties, "I keep
having dejavu when I
walk into the cafeteria."
Adjusting to the meals was not the
only problem freshmen were experienc-

ing. One freshman was more concerned
about wearing his food. Paul Robinson
was the first student of the year to get a
standing ovation when he dropped his
tray in the cafeteria. "Although it was
embarrassing at first, its all good now
because I ran into the crowd immediately
after, and
by now everyone has
forgotten
about it. It
was not as
traumatic
as I had
imagined
something
like that
would be."
The biggest adjustment many
freshmen
have to make is having a roommate, or
roommates as is the case here at
Fairfield. Many rooms designed to be

"The only thing close to a
party that we found, were
groups of upperclassmen
sitting on their porches,
making fun of us."
Mary Olivieri '04

doubles are now holding three students,
leaving little room for anything or anyone else in the room. Personal belongings remain piled in boxes because students in triples lack drawer and desk
space for their things. Most freshman
agree that it is difficult to adjust to the
small living quarters here compared to
their spacious rooms at home, especially
for those students in triples.
Tim Ryan, a Resident Advisor in
Dolan Hall, believes that there will be a
lot more moving around as the administration tries to make accommodations for
the freshman class. "A lot of kids in my
hall are moving around, some are moving from here (Dolan) to the dorms in
the Quad. I think that for a few more
weeks, the freshmen will be settling in,
trying to adjust."
Regardless of all the challenges and
changes, college is one adjustment the
freshmen do not mind making. Kerry
Daniels, a member of the Class of 2004
loves it here, "So far college is great;
we're having a great time!"

Returning students face a new year in a changed'school
By Maria DeRuccio
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
It's obvious to anyone who was
here last year that things are definitely
not the same. Fairfield University is
not how we left it and unfortunately it
seems to have changed for the worse.
While walking around campus, it's
hard not to hear students complaining
about bulldozers and dirt heaps. Some
of our newest friends include the
friendly construction workers in hard
hats. Students and teachers are a buzz
over an overcrowded university, the
lack of a Campus Center and no longer
having the 'mez' to study and chat in.
Sometimes I feel like I need a map
to find the new locations of the Stag,
the bigger and weirder bookstore and
the ATM machine. The library is in
shambles, the parking nightmare is
now a color-coded mess, and you can't

After being here and settling in for
three weeks, I began thinking. Will
we ever find the yellow
brick road? Will we ever
adjust to the pseudo
Fairfield University?
All the changes we
have witnessed since
we've been back can and
will make anyone's stomach turn. It seems almost
impossible to adjust in this
environment. At times it
feels like we're lost on a
campus that most of us
have known for more than
two years. Just when we
begin to figure everything
out, the university has
transformed right in front of our disenchanted eyes.
Yeah, we know, in three years this
university is going to be fabulous. Really it will be a sight to see. The plans
for the Campus Center and
the library look great, but
unfortunately most of us
won't have the great luxury
of being present for the big
unveiling. I think right
about now everyone is
wondering how to forget
about the inconveniences
of construction and the
hassles that follow.
Just this week, after
searching long and hard, I
found a light at the end of
the tunnel. It was right in
front of me and I had been
too irritated and frustrated
to even see it.
I figured there had to be something
on campus that hasn't changed. There
has to be something unscathed by

Will we ever find the
yellow brick road? Will
we ever adjust to the
pseudo Fairfield University?
find anyone due to a disappearance of
the directory.
I, too, have had my huge share of
criticisms and muttering complaints.

bulldozers and administration.
The answer was almost too obvious.

...because when we look
back at college, we'll remember the names
ofpeople over which
buildings were under
construction.
The familiar faces we left last year are
the same; the people that we missed and
called over the summer are still here.
We didn't only come back to a messy
campus; we came back to our friends.
And really, we're all in the same boat.
(Even though the paint is chipping, and
the boards on the front deck don't seem
too sturdy, at least we're on the boat
together).
I think in the end that's all that really matters, because when we look
back at college, we'll remember the
names of people over the names of
which buildings were under construction. The people we choose to surround
ourselves with can actually make a disaster seem a little less devastating. I
know that it's hard to overlook the
negatives, but I think it's more important to focus on what really matters. So
for this year, make the best of this 'obstacle course' we call school and don't
disregard what counts.

Do you have
something
to say about
our campus ?
Write ftor
Campus
life,,.
Call Maria
X2533
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Anyone Hungry?

Students angered by returning to Dolan and a 'new ■ Stag
By Maria DeRuccio
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
Ah yes, being a freshman and taking the long journey to Dolan around
dinnertime. Those were the good "old
days!" But those days aren't over for
the upperclassmen; this year the junior and senior classes have the pleasure of eating in Dolan again. As if it
wasn't good enough the first time
around, they're back for their encore
performance.
Dolan is too small to occupy the
large freshmen class this year. All
freshmen and sophomores eat in the
Campus Center, and on the weekends
the juniors and seniors are permitted
to join them. The upperclassmen are
not happy about the arrangement because it's an inconvenience. Jennifer
Logan, '02, commented, "I realize that
the freshmen class is huge, but it's not
our fault. The situation is making me
feel like a freshmen again, and it's my
junior year."
,
Another problem that the students
face is at lunchtime. With limited time
between a busy class schedule, it's not
as easy to get lunch. The Campus
Center is at a central location. It was
always convenient to stop and eat during a short break from classes. Many
students would eat and mingle to relieve the stresses of classes, tests and
homework.
"Eating in the Campus Center was
a privilege and we were able to socialize. There's no point in going all

the way to Dolan to eat bad food, when
stand. It's just not the Stag we were
one. Since the menu is smaller, the qualno one is even there," insisted Logan.
all accustomed to. "It's much more
ity of the food has improved, but the seatThere is always the option to eat in
confusing than last year. There is no
ing isn't going to work because there
the uprooted Stag, but there seems to
system, and there are less options,"
isn't enough space."
be problems there
too.
The new Stag,
which was formally
the Levee, isn't as
popular as it used to
be. Things run a
little bit differently
now that the Stag is
in its new location.
There is one main
line for the sandwiches, and there is
a three-step process
before you are able
to eat. First you order your sandwich,
then you wait for
your number to be
called, and finally
you wait in another
line to pay.
One student
commented on the
process, "I came
here [the Stag] instead of Barone bePhoto: Nick Ouimet
cause I thought it
Witn The Stag on the move, students find themselves visiting the Levee more often.
would be quicker.
But in fact the line was long, the sercomplained Meghan Newman, '02.
It seems that the eating options on
vice was slow, and I was not pleased,"
campus are frustrating all students. UnEven the employees are having issaid Drew Russell, '03. Cups and
fortunately many are steering clear of
sues adjusting. Sodexho Marriott
utensils line up upon, what was foremployee Pam Figueroa expressed
Dolan and the Stag and discovering the
mally the Levee's bar, and worst of
her thoughts: "I like the new place but
conveniences of cheap take-out.
all there is no Burger King or pizza
there is not enough room for every-

Dinner in Barone... Not worth the wait
By Stephanie Sierzputowski
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Your last class of the day has just
ended, and your stomach is growling. You round up your group of
friends, and, if you're a freshman or
a sophomore, you head over to
Barone Dining Hall for a "nice" dinner. But what are you greeted with
when you get there? There is a line
of about 60 people, wrapped around
the balcony and cascading down onto
the stairwell.
Annoyed, you wait in the endless
line that seems to crawl into the
packed cafeteria. Once inside the hot
kitchen that is ready to bust at the
seams with stampeding hordes of
anxiously hungry students, you are
faced with even more lines for food
(and let's be honest) that really isn't
that great. After you've finally gotten everything you need, and are all
set to sit down and eat, you walk out
into the dining area, and...the grand
finale...there are no open tables.
Before throwing your tray against
the wall in frustration, think of it this
way. Once the renovations on
Barone are complete, all will be well
again, and there may even be room
for everybody to sit and actually eat
comfortably. Who cares! If that
means that the students will have to
wait until April to have a normal
meal, then for many that means
throwing in the towel on meals at
Barone altogether.
Sophomore Kim Gaines agrees
wholeheartedly. "While waiting in

the line outside of Barone, before even
making it into the building, the very
sight of 100 people waiting for food
makes so many of us not hungry anymore. I've seen people walk off the
line to go make something in their
rooms, or to take the walk up to the
Levee."
Is that the way things should be at
Fairfield University? Students sacrificing meals because of the overly
packed dining arrangements that are
made available to them?
"Of course, with a little bit of patience people will finally get their
food. But it's such a project getting
dinner? It makes me want to eat a late
lunch and forget dinner entirely,"
Gaines concludes.
One would think that after waiting
around for such long stretches of time,
the provisions would, at the very least,
be gourmet cuisine. Unfortunately, the
quality of the food has not improved
much from previous years. Casey
Sullivan, a sophomore, is less than impressed with the selection offered this
year so far. "Besides their cold cereal, fruits, vegetables and bagels,
Barone's cooked meals are a step below sub par," she said. Sophomore
Emmett Kearney shares his friend's
opinion. "They should put a toilet
right outside of the exit."
But, as we all know too well from
experience, cafeteria rations will always be cafeteria rations. As far as
the overcrowded conditions at Barone
Dining Hall, still go eat, they are just
something that will take a little getting used to...kind of like the food itself.

Cheers

to who let the dogs out...to yafta
center...to floor model...to Venetian
blinds...to custom made dining
sets...to donkeys...to what? who
are you?...to I'm not listening to
you right now...to $6 pitchers at the
grape...to pretty in pink...to oar...to
the mayors'parking spot at the light
house...to mail...to marty...to
David the mailman...to floor
modeL.to 9/7...to house call...to
Yueng Ling...to rods...to cubby
holes...to changing the oil and petting the kitty...to not knowing the
right car to drive...to flo...to Good
Times Bad Times...to mary jane's
beirut invitational...to kate m.
funneling...to welcome back
weekend...to
tara's
crazy
dancing...to living on the beach...to
Christian and jpVvictory...to
sammy and oscar's hot love
affair...to Caroline's mini me...to
chris and luke's cooking...to NOT
living on campus...to Bronco
Pump...to fast good 3 times in 2
hrs...to tardy night...to seeing the
sunrise with Tom Greene...to reopened scabs...to pretzel rods and
veggie cream cheese...to port
wine...to pressure farts...to office
kovac.to portable pole...to
Kathryn kisses...to chronic
behind...to the empty triple...to hot
dogs with cheese...to ^archies,..to
puerto riiico...to the sox vs.
yanks...to almost being done...to
terry happy b-day...to schaefer...to'
jerry...to the end my friend.:.

Boos

to Leslie Joseph...to Uhaul
harrassment...to intentional infliction
of emotional distress...to potential
verbal asault...to disposable
drawers...to hitting the chevro...to
weightwatchers and Jenny Craig...to
slanted decks...to black lingerie...to
leopard skin underwear...to blownout flip flops...to Brian the
boyfriend...to paying for other
people's spring break...to back
middle...to drunk freshmen chics...to
neighbors who call the cops...to
misdemeanors???...to work...to bucci
passing out (again)...to the "Junior
Village" with most of my floor in
Kostka being freshmen and
sophmores...to the Frozen Shamrock
for taking our clock and candle...to
getting our tap stolen the first
weekend...to broken sliding door...to
flooding
toilet...to
ceiling
crashing...to
Tom
Greene
impersonator...to not being able to
remember...to the freshmen bus that
dropped them off in front of our
house...to transit in Spain...to too
much talking, not enough kissing...to
spending money, lots of it...to working too much...to chablis...to not
working your entire shift your first
day of work...to permanent beach
residents...to being bored...to not
being bored...to levee food...to i have
no sleep...to i need co-advil...to
pe^ks...to xwatery
eyes...to
amanda...to working the rebound...to
no glass pint glasses at the grape,
even for guinness...to the bouncers
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Wh&t
Cooking?
Great Fresh Food
Take-Out or Eat-In!

Wta
Cooking?
Bountiful Breakfast Sandwiches!
Wfo&s
Cooking?
Super Soups!
Sensational Sandwiches!
Wondrous Wraps!
Panini, Entrees & More!

Come taste for yourself...

At Heritage Square
Downtown Fairfield: 1700 Post Road
259-7373/Fax: 259-8880
M-F 6:30 AM-6 PM. Sat: 6:30 AM-4 PM
Stop in for your free T-shirt with $5 purchase.
Must show your Fairfield University I.D.
While Supplies Last
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Editorial &J
Stop the insanity!
Editor-in-Chief speaks out on touchy beach situation
By Paul Pennelli
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Amazingly enough, the
story has not worn out its welcome. For years, The Mirror
has focused intense coverage
on Fairfield Beach, as well as
the year-round residents and
students who reside there. It
would stand to reason that The
Mirror and its staff would exhaust the story, and move on to
other issues.
The staff of this paper has
spent time covering an array of
other issues, but the situation at
the beach has prevented us from
closing the story. As I mentioned in my column last week,
the story is always evolving and
always merits some level of
coverage on the part of The
Mirror. But why do we cover
the beach with such intensity?
Part of the answer lies in the
fact that everyone loves reading about the beach. For students, administrators, faculty
members and townspeople
alike, the volatile situation at
the Beach has proven to be a
guilty pleasure for our readers.
This year, however, life at the
beach has taken another unexpected turn.
As explained by FUSA

DRAGSTOCK 2000
Less than fifty students show up to annual event
To the Editor:
I wasted an entire Saturday,
and it's all your fault.
Of course I am speaking
about working on the very well
publicized, very professionally
put together STAGSTOCK
2000 which curiously had an
overall attendance of close to
43 people (and that's being generous). Both myself and the
rest of the people working that
day kept asking the same question: Why isn't anyone showing up?
There was music to suit
everyone's taste. From alternative to R&B, even an Irish
band. One band even covered
Britney Spears. And even if
you were one of the people like
me who looked at the advertisements and thought: "This will
suck, who are these guys?"
When you heard them playing

outside of your window, you
must of realized they were actually quite good.
So why not come out and
have some fun with your
friends? We had a big tent if you
were too hot in the sun. There
was free pizza, subs and hot
dogs. There were a whole bunch
of raffles with prizes like gift
certificates to Coconuts &
Blockbuster, as well as a Spring
Break package worth $800. We
were giving free stuff away and
no one even wanted it. What is
more important to a college student than free food and money?
If you say "Beer," than I guess I
have my answer as to why you
didn't show up. You're all way
too cool, I guess.
Last year's STAGSTOCK
had the popular band Guster as
a headlines Is that what you

guys want? Only popular
bands? Really, everyone at the
Ham Channel who wasted their
time putting this together would
like to know. People like Rob
Rocco (Mr. Fairfield) and John
Ur (the Ham channel executive
who basically had to plead with
the bands to get them to come
last year) put a lot of time into
this - thinking it was what the
students wanted.
We're not interested in wasting our time. Obviously you
didn't want STAGSTOCK. But
to the 43 of you who showed,
and the Ham Channel members
who sacrificed a Saturday
afternoon...Thanks guys, you
rock.
Sincerely,
Luke S. Goljan Esq. '01

President Hayes in a letter to the
editor last week, members of the
Fairfield Beach Resident Association (FBRA) have sunk to a
new low, and have taken the au-
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Members of the
Fairfield Beach Resident Association
have taken the
audacious liberty of
photographing and
video taping students
who live at and visit
the beach.
Frankly, my surprise
at this behavior is
still lingering.
dacious liberty of photographing
and video taping university students who live at and visit the
beach.
Frankly, my surprise at this
behavior is still lingering. The
hypocrisy on the part of the

FBRA is so obvious that it insults the intelligence of any
logical individual. As you may
know, the RTM and the FBRA
are debating the addition of an
expanded noise ordinance because Fairfield students allegedly do not have respect for
their fellow residents. I was
under the impression that secretly videotaping another human being is not only subversive, but is also bordering upon
illegality. Exactly whom is
disrespecting whom?
This type of vigilante justice being exercised by the
FBRA is an embarrassment to
any elected public servant and
to anyone who believes in the
due process of the law. This
country has forums and law
making bodies so that this kind
of behavior is not necessary; I
suggest that the FBRA focus
on those, rather than continue
with its laughable practices.
The irony of this situation
is especially apparent to me, as
I am a beach resident. Though
relations at the beach seem
See "Editor" page 12

EDiTORIA
Fear is a tool that is both powerful and dangerous; By
changing its alcohol policies, the university administration
is attempting to control the actions of students. Unfortunatdy,the administration has not stopped to consider the
consequences of its own actions.
Instead of encouraging students to seek professional help
for friends who have drank too much, a new policy inflicts
a $100 fine, 20 hours of community service, a letter home
to parents, an alcohol referral and adeferred suspension if a
student is hospitalized due to alcohol consumption.
This decision.is not only wrong, but seriously detrimen
tal to tHe health of students. Threatening alcohol-consu
ing students with punishments that cause financial pressure
and emotional distress is a mistake, as it puts each and every student in danger.
The new policy encourages students to try and handle a
potentially fatal situation without the help of a trained
medical staff* It encourages freshmen, many of whom are
away from home for the first time, to try and protect each
other from "the system," instead of following their intuitions. Because of their relative inexperience, many of these
freshmen may be unable to determine when a friend has
drank so much that he or she requires hospitalization. The
policy is making their potential decision lean in the wrong
direction.
Undoubtedly, placing a financial burden on students will
not stop their drinking nor will it decrease their drinking.
However, the policy may stop students from making the
correct decision. Students should always be encouraged to
put their safety first. They should not be in fear while dialing 911 when a friend is clearly beyond the point of their
assistance.
This new policy puts students' lives in danger and adds
stress to an already critical situation. Simply put, it is hazardous and not well thought-out. For our safety, it must be
revoked, before it is too late.
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All submissions
due to box AA
by Monday.
Considering the university's new alcohol policies, how do you feel about the
administration's attempts to prevent students from becoming hospitalized
due to alcohol consumption?
by Amy Womack and Amy Torchen

It's not going to reduce the
amount of drinking going
on However, it may prevent someone from getting
help they needed because they
don't want to pay.

If they are trying to build a
community atmosphere, then
why doesn't the university act
like one? Be therefor us when
we need them, without having
to pay.
Michael Brosnan '03

Julie Sowinski '02

I agree with the policy because
the students need to realize the
severity of that kind of situation.
Amy Rossini '01,
Resident Assistant

That new law is going
to make kids not go to
get help when they need
it out of fear of getting
in all that trouble, and
some poor kid is gonna
get hurt or die.
Vin Farisello c03

I understand the intention of
it, but I think it will have the
effect of causing more harm
to people.
Michael Ciavaglia ' 04

See "EDITORIAL"for policy details

Residents refuse to reason
Letter to the Editor:
The first issue of The Mirror caused
a stir last Thursday with comments
like, "The word disgruntled appears
three times on the first page" and "It's
all complain, complain, complain."
As stated in the last issue, the
changes wrought on our campus have
"turned an already chaotic situation
into a circus." Add to that the seemingly endless bombardment of complaints from Fairfield town residents I finished reading about how the beach
situation has reached a critical point
only to turn the page and discover that
complaints from College Park Drive
residents have effectively shut down
use of University field - and it is no
wonder the atmosphere here on campus has reached a fevered pitch.
Am I the only one feeling less-thanwelcome in the town of Fairfield right
now?
^
If memory serves mi, and a quick,

look at the Fairfield University web page
confirms that it does, the University was
founded in 1942. Obviously since then
the world has changed, so that Fairfield
today looks nothing like the Fairfield of
1942. (One notable difference, the addition of girls. But I digress.) This does not
change the fact that for the1 last 58 years,
the town of Fairfield has been a college
town. I doubt that all of our disgruntled
neighbors have lived here for 58 years.
Undoubtedly there are one or two who
will gleefully show me their house deeds
upon reading this article, but for the most
part, we were here first.
What were these people expecting
when they moved here? Did they think
the average college student sat in his or
her room on a Saturday night and played
Parcheesi?
Colleen Sheridan, probably the most
vocal opponent of Fairfield students, on
the subject of the proposed ordinance was

quoted as saying, "This should be a reminder to students. Before they crank
their stereos at 2 a.m., they should ask
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I know what lengths certain members ofthe student
body are going to in order
to maintain peace on the
beach.
But the permanent
residents are having none of
it. They refuse to see reason,
refuse to compromise.
Laura Scharf "03

themselves, is this really worth it?" Fair
enough. But what about the beach students who had the police called on them

for having five people on their back deck
at 11 o'clock at night? Were they disturbing the peace? No, they were simply the
victims of a personal vendetta being carried out against students here at FU.
As a member of FUSA, I know what
lengths certain members of the student
body are going to in order to maintain peace
on the beach. But the permanent residents
are having none of it. They refuse to see
reason, refuse to compromise.
Those of you who know I am only a
sophomore may be wondering what right I
have to be sticking my nose in this whole
mess. The answer is simple. Two years from
now, I hope to live at the beach and if people
such as Colleen Sheridan get their way, that
won't be possible.

Sincerely,
Laura Scharf '03
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Editor calls for reconsideration of ordinance
64!

continued from page 10
has been vast.
Can the FBRA say so much? True, it
has successfully lobbied for an increased
police presence at the beach. While it is
unclear whether or not this has helped
the situation, it is clear that this group
has constantly tried to threaten students
at the beach through both action and
policy. Meanwhile, FUSA, the university and student residents have tried to
make things better by finding ways to
co-exist, rather than ways to evict.
I can only hope that cooler heads will
prevail in this matter. As President
Hayes implored last week, I ask that the
students continue their solid improvements, and that they continue to use maturity at all times during their visits to

more strained now than ever, I cannot
imagine that any year-round resident
would disagree that students are much
more respectful today than they were in
years past. This year's senior class has
a genuine love for Fairfield Beach, as
well as a reverence for the Fairfield
University institution that their residency represents. Over my four years
at this school, I have seen Saturday
nights at the beach change from chaotic
madness to nights focused on contained
gatherings. Today, fewer students live
at and visit the beach, and those who do
are keenly aware of the boundaries in
which they should remain. Perfection
has hardly been met, but improvement

Why does The
Mirror cover the
beach? I'd like to
think it is because
everyone embroiled
in this controversy
desperately needs a
voice of reason.
Paul Pennelli
Editor-in-Chief

the beach. In addition, they should ignore the foolish and misguided actions
of the FBRA. More importantly, I am
hoping that the RTM has enough sense
to vote down its unfair and biased noise
ordinance on September 25. The ordinance is a step in the wrong direction,
and the classic case of negative reinforcement that it will create may be more
harmful than beneficial.
Why does The Mirror cover the
beach? I'd like to think it is because everyone embroiled in this controversy
desperately needs a voice of reason. If
there is any justice remaining in this ungrateful town, the RTM will be listening
on September 25.
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Think a lot.
Say what you think.

Write for Commentary

& Be Heard,

Thumbs Up...
...Thumbs Down
Conan O'Brien

Up all night.

Dunkin' Donuts coffee

Up-per.

George W. Bush
Pres. Kevin Hayes

Still Down.
Up (keepin' the peace).

Bottled water

Down (the drain).

Foxwoods

Up and Down (*@*!), Up ...

TaCO Bell:

Down them, Up health inspections.

The Olympics

Thumbs Up, mates.

MTV Awards

Down (over and over),
Suck it right Up.

Sushi with wasabi

Email your letters and responses to:
MIRROR or Call Lori x2533

Fairl/Webmail/Pipeline

Down (x 3).

"Will the real Slim Shady please shut up?"
Letter to the Editor:
After spending last year abroad, I returned to the States a bit clueless as to
who, or what, was being played on the
radio and MTV. Not generally a huge
fan of the Top 40, I nodded vaguely
when my 11 year-old brother mentioned
his new found adoration of a rapper
named Marshall Mathers, a.k.a.
Eminem. Recalling the first time I heard
his mildly amusing yet terribly overrated
song, "The Real Slim Shady," I wrote it
off as another harmless one hit wonder.
It was not until I became enlightened
to the other Eminem songs that are not
played on ZIOO-esque stations that I
came to understand the truly dangerous
element to an otherwise talent-less hack.
For those of you unfamiliar with
Mather's lyrics, which include desires

to rape his mother and murder his wife
Kim, it might come as a shock that such
venomous sentiments could spew from
the blonde-haired (albeit bleached) and
blue-eyed baby-face that has graced the
covers of mainstream magazines such as
Entertainment Weekly and Teen People.
It speaks volumes of the overwhelmingly
white-controlled media that they would
endorse a rapper who happens to be
white and whose lyrics revolve around
violent fantasies directed at women and
gays.
While there has been a large amount
of critical press on Eminem's misogynistic, homophobic and downright nasty
message, it has not put a damper on his
incredible popularity among fans. In
fact, when he so gracefully accepted
MTV's award for best video, he thanked

those in the media who do write negative articles, claiming that it only serves
to bolster record sales.
As an avid listener of (good) rap and
hip hop, I can attest to the brilliant music artists such as The Roots, Tribe
Called Quest, Dead Prez, Common and
Most Def, to name a few. Unlike
Eminem, who used his very limited talent to promote violence and hate, these
artists are poets.
Largely ignored by mainstream culture, rap became an outlet for the anger
and frustration that comes with being
marginalized and discriminated against.
Of course it is undeniable that many rappers use profanity while glorifying drug
dealing and gang banging.
Still, I would argue that Eminem has
crossed the line of what is acceptably

raunchy by society's very low moral
standards and what is so blatantly full of
hate that Mathers should be put in the
same category as kids who idolize the
Columbine killer and neo-nazi skinheads.
This is not to say I believe in censorship because I don't. Instead I choose to
listen to quality music that promotes values that I support. To end with a quote
from The Digable Planets, "Now I hate
to sound macabre...but hey-isn't it my
job? To lay it on the masses and get them
off their asses. To fight against these
fascists...So whatever you decide make
that move with pride."
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Wheeler Broad '01

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
Learn about employment opportunities
with wall Streets' major investment
firms. Meet Fairfleld alumni from Chase
Securities, Lehman Brothers, Goldman
Sachs, Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley
Dean witter.
DATE &

TIME

rd

October 3
5:50-7:30

LOCATION

SChOOl Of BUS.
Dining Room

DRESS

Business casual

contact the Career Planning Center If vou seek
additional Information at X4081
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'A Imost* perfect
'Jerry Maguire' creator gets
personal in his new film
By Kate Mullaney
A&E ASSISTANT EDITOR

Grade AStarring: Patrick
Fugit, Billy
Crudup, Kate
Hudson,
Frances
McDormand
Director, Writer,
Producer: Cameron
Crowe
Cameron Crowe's latest film follows the similar theme that all of his
movies gravitate towards: a coming of
age story set to the great music of the
times. The films that he has written,
Fast Times at Ridgemont
High, Say Anything,
Singles and Jerry Maguire
have captured their time
and place in American
culture. Now he is going
back in time, to his own
youth in the 1970's, with
Almost Famous.
The film centers
around William Smith
(Patrick Fugit), but in
truth, it is a young
Cameron Crowe, at 15
years old in 1973. William is somewhat of a
prodigy due to his lovably
overprotective mother
(Frances McDormand —
Fargo) who has tried to
foster his intelligence.
William, thanks to his
older, rebellious sister,
has discovered the world
of rock music, and in it,
his reason for living. He
is working as a local music critic, while balancing high school,
when he receives a call from Rolling
Stone magazine offering him an assignment. Through their lack of
awareness that they are giving an assignment to a high school student, and
his mother's decision to loosen the
apron strings, William finds himself
headed out on the road with the midlevel rock band Still water.

William is a talented writer, but he is
very naive as to how to conduct himself
with the band. He knows that he must
keep a professional distance, in order to
stay objective, but he is there because
of his love for the music and for the
people who have created it. He hops
the Stillwater tour bus, for their "Almost Famous" tour, but he is just one
member of the large entourage.
Also on the tour are a group of
young girls, who refer to themselves
as Band-Aids, "We are not groupies!"
They, like William are there because
they love the music. William finds
himself immediately taken with one
of the girls, Penny Lane (Kate Hudson
— 200 Cigarettes). With her golden
curls and the back lighting, she is
given a halo effect and is somehow
otherworldly. She sees her function
as being somewhat o,f a muse, but she
too gets sucked up into the world.
William sees his goal as getting an
interview with the band's leader and
guitarist, Russell Hammond (Billy
Crudup — Jesus' Son), and with that
he will have his story. William never
quite sees that it is in the journey itself
that he will find all of his answers. For
everyone involved there is an allure in

being near the fame, and this clouds their
vision. The band is made up of a group
of men who have been reduced to children, hardly people to be admired. Their
every need is attended to, and so they
have lost sight of the fact that their actions can affect people.
Russell assures William's mother,
who he is supposed to call every day to

let her know that he is not taking drugs,
that William is being well cared for. He
is the one who is in fact caring for them.
It is William, #s young as he is, who is

any sense of closure. These people's
lives will go on, and as with most of the
well known rock bands of the early seventies, will certainly face some tragedies.

the wisest person there. When Russell
gets into a fight with the rest of the band
and runs away, it is William who babysits him and makes sure that he gets back
to his job.
Both William and Stillwater stand to
gain from their relationship. William
would have an impressive career before
him with a Rolling Stone cover story,
and the band would be launched into the
next stratosphere of fame. The lead
singer, Jeff Bebe (Jason Lee —Chasing
Amy), pleads with William, "Just make
us look cool." William wants to make
the band happy, but in doing so he would
not be able to write an honest article. It is William
who stands to lose the most.
Amidst these people he
stands to lose the innocence
and the purity that surround
him, chipped away by the
cynicism and the numbness
that is the band.
It is through Penny Lane
that William finally sees the
band for what they really
are. William sees Russell
callously give away Penny
to another band, even
knowing how much she
loves him. William too is in love with
Penny, and seeing her hurt is more than
he can take. He has seen past the glitz
to the people.
This movie is considered a comedy
but without the glib one-liners that usually put them into that category. Crowe
tries to stay as true to this world and to
the people as he can. This story changes
its' characters, but you are not left with

William at 15 has his life before him —
the movie does not force on him some
simple and tidy ending.
The story is filled with seemingly effortless, natural performances, but the
problem might be that there are too many.
With so many conflicts between all of
the characters, the one chosen as the central story, that of William's journey to
write his article, sometimes seems less
important than the others.
The movie is overflowing with so
many memorable moments, and is worth
seeing just on their account — even if at
times they fit together in a somewhat dis-

jointed manner. These moments suck
you into that world: as the whole tour
bus begins singing along to "Tiny
Dancer" you might just find yourself
humming along as well. In a somewhat
lackluster movie year, this is easily one
of the best.
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New album good to the 'Corr'
Irish family band invades America
By Josh O'Cornell
STAFF WRITER

Cracking an American market
is difficult, especially when you're
a group who has a unique sound
and are not from the US itself. But
with its third album, "In Blue,"
Irish group The Corrs are hoping
to do just that. And if current music trends are any indication, the
third time will be the charm for
this family.
"In Blue" has a more American pop feel to it designed to make
it more radio friendly than their
more Irish-tinged music from previous albums. First single
"Breathless" was produced by
Robert "Mutt." Lange, the man
who also produced Shania Twain's
latest album. .
The rest of the album is much
more beat and guitar driven than
before, which proves to be more
catchy. They don't lose sight of
their unique sound though, still including unusual, yet seemingly appropriate instruments such as the
mandolin and the violin, which
give their music a fresh sound.
The entire album has great production, with great harmonies by
the Corr family. When they perform an up-tempo song, it has a

great, uplifting feel, and when they do a ballad you easily get absorbed in the mood they
set.
Lead singer Andrea once again shows
how talented and powerful her voice is with
great singing, and her sisters and brother back
her up very well. This is a very strong album, and their best to date.
The entire album is great, but there are

definitely some stand-out tracks that shine
even more than the rest. Besides "Breathless," an upbeat song about fall
ing in love, other stand out tracks include
"Radio" (a somewhat downtrodden song
about reminiscing to songs on the radio) and

"At Your Side" (a song about standing by the one you love). The latter
two were originally previewed as ballads on their "Unplugged" import album, but both were pumped up in
tempo for "In Blue" with great results.
Another potential hit is "Irresistible," a song about being with someone they love.
That song is
slated to be the
second single in
many territories,
starting with
Australia.
Although when
listening to the
music you can
hear their talent,
The Cprrs are
fairly new to success. Their first
album, 1995's
"Forgiven, Not
Forgotten," sold
very modestly all
over the world.
Their second,
1998's "Talk on
Corners," started
on the same path,
until a fateful remake (and later remix)
of the Fleetwood Mac song "Dreams"
struck pay-dirt in Europe. Armed with
that hit, they remixed a couple of their
other songs, which also hit the mark.
A revamped version of their al-

bum, "Talk on Corners: Special Edition" went multi-platinum in Europe
after its release in early 1999. Sadly,
they did not achieve similar success
here, charting mostly in the bottom
half of the Billboard 200 album chart.
"In Blue" has proved to be their
big success, however, with both the
album and "Breathless" hitting number one in various territories overseas.
Of course, the American market is a
much harder nut to crack, and it's still
to be seen if they make it here.
Early response to the song has
been strong, and it has already made
the Top 30 Airplay of Radio &
Records Adult Contemporary chart,
which usually is an indication that the
song will soon chart on the more recognized Billboard chart. Meanwhile,
The Corrs are doing nonstop promotion across the US while filming the
video for "Irrespirable."
While it's too early to tell whether
The Corrs will have the power to
make it in the United States on their
third attempt, early results are encouraging. The music's strong, the band's
live performances are absorbing, and
the group itself is incredible talent
wise.
Give The Corrs a chance and
you'll find yourself with an addiction
to good music. Tired of the Destiny's
Child sound that is R&B? American
pop without a purpose? The Corrs is
your answer.

'Nurse Betty' breaks the formula
New comedy like no other
By Sean Hayes
STAFF WRITER

Renee Zellweger stars as Betty, a Kansas
waitress who seems stuck in life. Betty has a
lousy job, a cheating husband, and even her
friends don't have the time to go out on her
birthday. Betty's only escape is A Reason to Love, a cheesy soap opera starring her hero, Dr. David Ravell (Greg
Kinnear).
Curled up in a chair on her birthday, watching her show, Betty's
husband stumbles home with two
men: Charlie (Morgan Freeman)
and Wesley (Chris Rock). As Betty
quietly shushes them and inches
closer to the TV, her husband, unaware that Betty is in the house,
fumbles a business deal and is horribly killed.
Watching from a cracked doorway,
Betty witnesses the bloodshed and disappears into a state of shock, believing she
to be Nurse Betty, Dr. David Ravell's
"something special." So, she takes off for
L.A. in a stolen Buick trying to find Dr.
Dave's Loma Vista Hospital with the two
killers on her tail.
Directed by Neil Labute (In the Company of Men, Your Friends and Neighbors),
Nurse Betty proves that Labute is an actors'
director. Zellweger's delusional encounters
with strangers are absolutely hilarious, and
every time she is on the screen, one can't help
but smile. It has been said that this is her best
work since Jerry Maguire. However, after
watching this movie, one might realize how

Grade: A
Starring: Renee
Zellweger, Morgan
Freeman, Chris Rock,
and Greg Kinnear
Director: Neil Labute
The idea of the modern "comedy"
movie is dead. Comedies seem
committed to two formulas: The
goal and the gross out.
The former (which could describe the plot of every movie with
a Saturday Night Live cast member) involves a goal or sum of
money that must be obtained
within a constricted time period.
The latter concerns itself with
bodily fluids and Tom Green's
rear. The fact that these formulas
continue to cash in at the box Office is why a movie like Nurse
Betty only comes along once in a
while.
v
\

y

little she did in that movie. Here her talents are used and the result is the performance of her career.
Morgan Freeman delivers his sweetest performance since Driving Miss
Daisy as a hit man who develops a bond
and trust with our heroine even though
he doesn't meet her until the last scene.

scripts in years, Nurse Betty turns easily
into the funniest movie of the year.
When Betty finally meets up with
George McCord, she still thinks he is Dr.
David, and the ensuing conversations are
genius.
The script really knows how to make
both subtle and over the top humor work

Freeman begs the question of whether
or not violent people can be truly good
at heart.
Greg Kinnear, both as Dr. David and
George McCord (the actor), plays
smarmy narcissism to the hilt. He makes
you want to cringe and burst out laughing at the same time.
Working from one of the smartest

side by side. From country bumpkin
world knowledge ("The Europe?!"), to
Betty draining a lung of blood , the
movie's laughs come from all angles.
Watching Morgan Freeman actually
"shake his booty" in the middle of Texas
is a joy, and it is fun to watch such a great
actor work with such a great comedian.
continued on pg. 16
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Unpredictable
comedy

continued from pg. 15

However, what makes this movie
truly great is the way Labute handles the

polarity of comedy and violence. The
murder of Betty's husband is dark and
frightening, but the movie as a whole is
hilarious. Unlike formulaic comedies,
this movie is not concerned with keep-

ing the audience happy. It is not telling jokes, it is telling a story.
The ideas of a crazy nurse, two
strange hit men, and a
self-obsessed soap star
could have easily turned
into caricatures. However, in Nurse Betty,
they are fully realized
characters. Freeman
and Zellweger's encounter near the end is
heart warming, and the
aftermath is stunning to
the audience and Betty.
The movie is full of
shocks and surprises,
punishing the viewer
for thinking that the
conventional might
happen.
In the end, Nurse
Betty easily asserts itself as one of the best
movies of the year so
far. Like its only other
competition,
Erin
Brockovich, it easily
walks the fine line of hilarity and heartbreak.
The cast delivers the best body of work
so far this year, and the storyline takes
the viewer in and makes them feel rewarded in the end. I wish that this kind
of movie would become formulaic.

Sh/dg Abroad for A w^uku\ Priceless
For the priceless, life changing experience of studying
abroad there's CIS, the Center for International Studies.
(For everything else there's... your parents).
Contact us now if you're interested in studying
in any of the following countries:
Australia

England

New Zealand

Ireland
Senegal

Scotland
Spain

-—-"L^-.J Center for International Studies
,aU

m

info@studyabroad-cis.com
unvw.studyabroad-CIS.com

toll free phone: 877.617.9090
CONTACT US - WE RE IN

NEW ENGLAND!

fl class you'ue always wanted to
take, but neuer made the time...
Learn to DEFEND yourself.
An invaluable 2-hour seminar which will present the tools
and information to help you avoid becoming a victim.
• Personal safety on-campus and off
• Environmental awareness 8t street smarts
• Rape prevention tactics
• How to defend against an attacker using simple techniques
which incorporate body physics and vital strike points
• How everyday items can be used as defensive tools

TUES. OCT. 10
7- 9PM
Black Box
Wien Theater
at the Quick Center
presented by

This fast-paced lecture/hands-on seminar is one
you cannot afford to miss! Make the time.

DON'T become a VICTIM.
Limited space! Sign up early. Call Security at
254-4090 or ext. 4090 to reserve your spot.
Sponsored by Security.

SELF DEFENSE
INSTRUCTION
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Stags dig up two tourney wins
Volleyball takes two of three games in Perm State Invitaional
By Justin S. Murphy
STAFF WRITER
Last weekend, the Fairfield women's
volleyball team competed in the Penn
State invitational. The Stags entered the
competition with a record of 2-4, but
after taking two of three games they
came out of the tournament 4-5 with
sophomore Conny Paul and junior
Joanne Saunders being named to the AllTournament team.
In the Stag's final match of the tournament, the team faced their biggest
challenge in third ranked Penn State.
"We played Penn State as well as we've
played the whole year," the Head Coach
Jacobs said.
The Stags fell in the first game by a
score of 15-5. In the second game, Fairfield kept it close and came up with a
.375 hitting percentage, but were unable
to hang on and fell 15-13. Penn State
won the match when the Stags lost the
third game 15-7.
Despite the sweep, Jacobs was
pleased with his team's performance and
emphasized their strong points. "We had
three kids hit over 300 percent at Penn
State," Jacobs said.
The All-Tournament players
Saunders and Paul, had a stellar night.
Saunders recorded 18 kills with a .387hitting percentage. Paul had 13 kills
along with a block solo and a block assist. "The line-up from the weekend really began to solidify," added Jacobs.
A solid line-up is just what the team
will need when Fairfield faces its biggest challenge this Friday night when the
team travels for a game against at
UConn The game will be the team's
second interstate challenge after the
Stags hosted Yale on Tuesday. "Yale

plays on the ivy level, but this is a big
game for Connecticut," said the confident coach.
In the opening match of the Penn
State invitational, the Stags faced Eastern Kentucky. Returning MAAC player
of the year and team captain Corinne
Carlson recorded nine kills in the match.
Her excellent play didn't end there, as
the senior also served two aces. Saunders
recorded 12 kills and contributed 14 digs
to the winning effort. Paul earned a.318
hitting percentage for the match, and had
eleven kills, served four aces, and added
eight digs. The team as a whole totaled
serving nice aces, and defended Eastern
Kentucky to a .095 hitting percentage.
The Stags took all three games, winning
15-7, 15-8, and 15-10.
In the second round, the team faced
the Mountaineers of West Virginia. Kelly
Sorensen, one of three freshmen starters, recorded 41 assists along with 17
digs. Saunders, Paul and Carlson once
again came up big. Saunders had a .520
hitting percentage while recording 15
kills and 17 digs. Paul had 12 kills and
a .522 hitting percentage along with seventeen digs. She also had two block solos to go with her two block assists.
Lone senior Carlson was big on defense in coming up with four block assists, eight kills and nine digs. "We've
been to three straight NCAA tournaments. Corinne has been with us all three
years, and this year she deserves a big
win in the tournament," said Jacobs.
The Stags defense had 66 total digs
and eight team blocks. Offensively the
team came up with a .331 hitting percentage from 52 kills on 127 attempts.
West Virginia was defeated in game
scores of 15-7, 15-13, and 15-7.

psppP
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Lone senior and team captain Corinne Carlson had four block assists, eight kills and nine digs in
a winning effort against West Virginia. The Stags beat West Virginia and Eastern Kentucky in the
Penn State Invitational.

Stagnant fourth quarter leads to 21 20 loss to MAAC rival Duquesne
By Matthew Thompson
SPORTS EDITOR
Momentum is a funny thing. One
minute you're riding its coat tails to a
20-7 fourth quarter lead, the next you're
wondering how it all fell apart. The
Stags were the ones left scratching their
heads last Saturday, after losing a 21-20
contest to MAAC rival Duquesne in a
game that could eventually determine the
conference championship.
The Stags were beating the Dukes 127 at the half, but more important then
their five-point lead was the fact that the
team was doing an effective job of controlling both sides of the ball.
The Stags walked off the field at halftime enjoying a nine-minute time of possession advantage thanks to a focused
running attack and solid defense. The
Fairfield defense was even sparking
memories of last year's seemingly impenetrable defensive line by holding the
Dukes to negative 13-yards rushing in
the half.
Fairfield took a 20-7 lead into the
fourth quarter, but were simply unable
to remain in control. Once listless
Duquesne came alive and turned their
negative half-time yardage into 113-

rushing yards on the day and two late
touchdowns. "I don't know what causes
momentum to swing," said senior linebacker Steve Norcini. "We still played
consistent defense [in the second half].
It just didn't go our way."
The Stags, who finished the last two
seasons with a 9-2 record and have won
two of the last three MAAC champion-

best ever Division I-AA quarterbacks,
Lopusznick tossed 83 touchdowns for
the Stags and was as dangerous a weapon
on the run as he was in the air. Taking
the majority of the snaps now is sophomore Mike Cerchio. Cerchio proved last
season that he has the potential to be the
big-game quarterback Fairfield needs,
but he has yet to have a breakthrough

"/ don't know what causes momentum to swing. We still played
consistent defense [in the second
half]. It just didn't go our way."
-Steve Norcini
ships, aren't a team that's used to losing. The reason the 2000 Stags are stumbling out of the gate may be the graduation of last year's seniors, the football
team's first class ever. The departing
seniors left some big holes to fill in
Fairfield's lineup.
The biggest hole of all was left by
quarterback Jim Lopusznick. One of the

performance this year. In the team's first
two games, Cerchio is ll-for-32 passing with one touchdown and three interceptions
"Give them some time. They've only
had a scrimmage and two games,"
Norcini said of all his underclassmen
teammates. "I have total confidence in
the young guys. It was their first big

game and they responded well."
While waiting for the underclassmen
get a feel for the game, Fairfield has
geared its offensive attack toward its
veteran players. Senior tailback Adam
Ferreri has had two solid games at
tailback for the Stags. Ferreri finished
the game with 136-yards and one touchdown bumping his season total to 184yards rushing.
The Stags do not have a game this
weekend and will begin to prepare for
the home opener against Iona on September 30th. Although the open date
gives the Stags a breather before the rest
of their MAAC schedule, Norcini said
the extra time may make it harder to forget the one point loss that slipped threw
their fingers.
"We have some times to nurse our
wounds a little bit, but it's also two
weeks for us to think about what could
have been."

The football team will
hoast Iona in its home
opener on September 30th
at 1 p.m.
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Men's soccer
slips from No. 16
Continued from page 20
barely beat Noll to the lower right hand
corner, with an assist from John Farase,
to hand Fairfield their first loss, 2-1.
Then, on the 16th, the Stags faced a
Rider squad also enthused for the chance
to knock down the defending MAAC
champion Stags. Fairfield dominated
much of the first half, scoring early as
Justin Thompson converted a Bryan
Harkin cross in the seventh minute. The
sophomore duo connected again in the
17th, for a 2-0 Stags lead. Things looked
well in hand until the 40th minute when
Rider sliced the Stags lead in half on a
Robert Francis penalty kick, after a hand
ball was whistled on the Stags in the penalty area.
The goal gave Rider some muchneeded momentum going into the second half, where they eventually evened
the score in the 56th minute, as Rob
Francis sent the ball over to Tim O'Neill
who converted the equalizer.
Regulation could not decide this
battle either, as the two fatigued squads
battled through another overtime game.
In the 111st minute of the match, Francis
sent Tim O'Neill in on a breakaway and
O'Neill wasted no time in sending the
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Stags home in a foul mood, converting
the game winner. Fairfield lost despite
outshooting Rider 18-13.
Despite the 1-2 record in the MAAC,
the Stags have a 4-2 overall record and
a victory over a Big East program (proving, once again, that bigger is not always
better) already this year, and to say the
season looks promising would be the
understatement of the fall season.
Sophomore Justin Thompson has
racked up 5 goals already in the young
season, while classmate Bryan Harkin
has tallied a goal and five assists. Dave
Mancini has chipped in 3 goals, and Rob
DeFaveri has 2 goals and two assists.
Adam Braz, Marco Ceresa, Patrick
Wiseman, Sebastian Wojdaszka and
Spencer Collum have all visited the scoring column as well.
Goalie Roger Noll has looked like the
same stone, wall in net as he was last year,
posting a 4-2 record, with a .786 save
percentage and a .92 goals against average, while playing every second of every game.
The Stags look to rebound against
Holy Cross on the 26th at Alumni Field

Men's soccer will hoast Holy Cross
on Tuesday the26th at 7 p.m. on
Alumni Field.
FULL & PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
AT:
C00LSP0RTS
28 REEF RD,
FAIRFIELD, a 06430
PHONE: 203-25^7975
FAX; 203-259-8897

A Yankees fan comes clean
By Matthew Thompson
SPORTS EDITOR
I've got a secret I want to tell you all. It's something that's not easy for me to
admit, so bear with me a little here and please, don't pass judgment without
hearing me out.
Last week the Yankees and Red Sox went head-to-head in a four game series.
It's pretty much understood that there's nothing a New York fan like myself
enjoys more than watching the Yankees slap the Red Sox around (well, the 3-0
Jets stealing a Monday night win over the winless Patriots might come close).
But as L watched those four games, there was this little voice in my head that I
just couldn't shut up. As much as I tried to silence him, he just kept yelling and
yelling, drowning out all my pinstripe pride with "Let's go Red Sox!"
All right, I'm sorry, but before you overreact and start firing D-batteries at
me from the bleachers, let me explain myself. I haven't pulled some sort of
American League East 180. The Yankees still hold the number one spot in my
heart and they always will. I'm even one of those uncommon New York fans
that can name someone in the line-up besides Derrick Jeter. It's just that right
now the Sox are three games behind the Cleveland Indians and two and-a-half
behind the Oakland A's in the Wild Card race. That means, unless they do some
catching up, they're not even going to make the play-offs. With the year 1918
coming to mind, you'd think the Sox going home early would only make me
laugh harder and allow me to talk more trash to my dirty, Red Sox fan housemates.
But not this season.
The reason for my change of perspective is a good one. I think it would be
nothing short of a national tragedy if we were deprived of another Yanks-Sox
playoff match-up. Last year's series was a good one, but some phantom tags and
a new ALCS error record left both teams with a bad taste in their mouths. I say
we make up for it this year. Give me Yankees verse Red Sox for all the Anaerican
League marbles. Give me a seven game series. Give me another ClemensMartinez showdown. Give me Jeter and Garciapara kicking at the same dirt
between second and third for a week-and-a-half. Give me two of the greatest
and most historic stadiums in all of baseball. Give me way too many Red Sox
and Yankees fans packed into a dorm room, both sides trying to out-scream the
other.
I want it all. I want, no, I need this series not only as a Yankee fan, but as a
Yankee fan that goes to Fairfield. Fairfield is a school located in New England
yes, but close enough to New York that you can smell the Hudson River on
windy days. If there was ever a campus torn, it's this one. The only thing we
have more of than whiny, bitter Red Sox fans are arrogant, obnoxious Yankee
fans (some stereotypes anyone?). If the old saying that "a house divided against
itself cannot stand" were true, Fairfield would be nothing more then a pile of dirt
and rocks each baseball season. Maybe that's what happened to the Campus
Center.
So here I am, late September, rooting for a Red Sox hot streak. If by some
chance hell does freeze over and the Sox do make the playoffs and knock off the
Yanks, will I kick myself for writing this? Of course. But feeling the nervous
excitement that seems to follow this rivalry around is more then worth the risk.
So for the time being, I say "Let's go Sox," in the hope that come playoff time,
the New Yorkers and New Englanders of Fairfield can come together, join hands,
and hate each other for seven games. It's a beautiful thought.

Don't like my opinion ?
Want to voice your own?
Send your letters to
Mirror@fairl .fairfield. edu

Lady Stags battle Iona today
Continued from page 20

INTERNSHIP:
Internet Startup Coolsports.org is looking for someone with computer.
experience interested in on-line business development Job description
includes vsrious on and off line marketing initiatives. Must be self*
motivated and willing to work id a fast pace environment Flexible
work schedule, willing to pay between $9-12/bour. Ideal opportunity
for computer, marketing or sales majors for college credit
Call Chris at above number.

RETAIL POSITION:
Looking for someone experienced in retaiL Must be self-motivated
Casual/friendly environment Flexible hours.
Call Chris at above number.

team to step up and improve our performance."
Last Friday, the Lady Stags began a
two game road trip in California which
included matches against Fresno State
and Pacific. They dropped their first
game to Fresno State 3-0, but Fairfield's
goalkeeper, Dana Comuniello, was impressive, making 10 saves. On the seventeenth, they faced the University of the
Pacific and lost a close game 2-1.
Gina Pantuosco, Fairfield's leading
scorer, opened the scoring early in the
second half with her fourth goal of the
season, thumping a shot off the crossbar
and into the back of the net. Ten minutes later, however, Pacific equalized via
a Gabby Olivares goal. Angela Allgaier
scored the game-winning goal in the 81st
minute to hand Fairfield their fifth

straight loss. Despite the loss, the Fairfield goalkeeper again played well. This
time it was Anne Lyons in net, who had
11 saves between the sticks.
The Lady Stags are looking to put the
past behind them with a winning record
in conference play. Before the start of
the season, they were voted co-favorite
to win the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference along with Loyola. The Lady
Stags will meet the Greyhounds on October 7 in Baltimore, a game which will
probably be very instrumental in deciding who will win the MAAC crown this
season. Of this fixture, Piechocki remarked that "There is always a pre-determined rivalry that we have with
Loyola. Year in and year out, it is always a marquis game for the conference
and for the teams, and every year, each
team rises to the occasion."
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Stumbling Stags

Senior Sebastian Wojdaszka and the Stags have slipped to 1-2 in the MAAC.
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Men's soccer drops 2 straight since
their No. 16 ranking, while the
women remain winless in their first 9
By Colin Davis
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

this week, and sophomore midfielder
who assisted on all three goals.
The Stags started out the week facing
The Fairfield men's soccer squad lost
a
tough
Loyola squad in a battle at home.
two tightly contested double overtime
After
61-minutes
of a 0-0 deadlock,
games this past week This will nodoubt
Loyola
opened
the
scoring
as Michael
drop theStagsfrom their No.16 national
Nelson
nodded
in
an
Andrew
Ogilvie
ranking, as their MAAC record fells to
corner
kick
ThreeminuteslatertheStags
1-2.
After a 4-0 start the Stags moved to fired back their own pretty corner kick
No. 16 in the NCAA's Division-I men's play, and Justin Thompson evened the
soccer poll, a first for Fairfield. With score with an assist from Bryan Harkin.
The score remained 1-1 through reguthese past two defeats, however, there
lation
and much of overtime, thanks to
is no telling when the Stags could make
the
gritty
play of the Stags defense and
it back to the sweet sixteen. The most
goalkeeper
Roger Noll. In double overencouraging event in the past week for
time,
the
114th
minute ofthe tightly conthe Stags was the ever steady play of
tested
battle,
Loyola's
Miguel Abreu
sophomore forward Justin Thompson,
See
"Men's
soccer"
on page 19
who scored all three of the Stags goals

By Ethan Fry
STAFF WRITER
As the Fairfield University women's
soccer team embarks upon another
MAAC season, they hope to improve
their form from an 0-7-2 start which included three exhaustingovertime games.
Today, they fece their first conference
opponent ofthe season, Iona.
Maria Piechocki, entering her fourth
year as head coach, feels the team is
much better than its record would indicate. "For the most part, we've been
playing against high-caliber teams so far
this season, and we've been losing
games by close scores, like 2-1 or 4-3.
We're not discouraged at all at this point;
our conference games are the most im-

portant for us."
Piechocki, who last year guided the
team to a record of 14-5-3 and a birth in
the NCAA tournament, added that she
is impressed with the incoming freshmen. "Overall, they're very good, and a
lot of our freshmen have been getting
significant playing time. However,
we've had some injuries this season, and
there's always a question of experience
when you play a 17-year-old against a
22-year-old, but I'm pleased with their
play so far."
Concerning today's game against
Iona, Piechocki said, "Playing away
against Iona is always a challenge. Well
be looking for some individuals on the
See "Lady Stags" on page 19

